CORSICA RAID AVENTURE
INFORMATION NOTE
CORSICA RAID « A LA CARTE »
Corsica Raid Aventure, an «A LA CARTE» Adventure race
An adventure race which goes from the world Elite…
The Corsica Raid will always be an XXL adventure race on which the Elite teams and the teams of seasoned
racers will run on an extraordinary race known for its hardness, for its difficulty, and for its diversity. Corsica
island is the best territory for adventure !
Forerunners since 1994, the Corsica Raid Aventure is still attached to see the world Elite and the teams of
seasoned racers defy stages of anthology in duration and in difficulty. The variety of playing fields and the
extreme elevation changes allow to build crazy stages where the world’s best racers often win it.
Build an Elite adventure race every year is for us a happiness and a privilege so much Corsica Island lends
itself to it.
…up to the beginners in big adventure race.
Forerunners from 1994, the Corsica Raid Aventure is still since 2012 because the Corsica Raid Aventure has
also become a race for beginners on big adventure race. It is the concept of the Corsica Raid Aventure « à
la carte ».
For the beginners (and those who want it) Corsica Raid Aventure indeed runs «à la carte». At the start of
every section, each team decides to run on the following section or not. The decision is directly taken on
the spot/ground. No need to register in a category or another one. No need to decide in advance in which
section you are going to participate.
On arrival, the same general ranking thanks to the application of compensated times.
It is fantastic to see beginners running beside champions and appear every evening in the same ranking!
An example: early start for a 10 km section of sea kayaking that ends with a CP-PA (checkpoint and
assistance point) to follow with a 20 km section of mountain bike. It is from the mountain bike section that
you decide (or not) to take part. Imagine that you decide not to go on the 20 km of MTB: it is enough to
register it with the checkpoint (CP). Your assistance then transports you to the next CP-PA which is for
example the departure of a section of canyoning. You go then with 1 ° to enjoy the canyon. And similarly
imagine that canyoning is chained with a Trail directly from the arrival CP-PA of the canyoning section. It is
therefore from the Trail that you decide (or not) to participate in the Trail section. And so on as each step.
And very good new you stay in the same ranking for all teams thanks to a system of time compensated for
the sections of race that you did not do (see Note Ranking Information).
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THE CORSICA RAID ADVENTURE,
AN ADVENTURE RACE BUILT FOR 3 TYPES OF TEAMS :
ELITES TEAMS - SEASONED TEAMS - BEGINNERS TEAMS
The Corsica Raid Aventure is built so that these three different types of teams can, depending
on their level, participate to the race.
ELITE TEAMS, teams who have experience in big internationals adventure races and big races,
or on other big races. Generally in version CRA4, they will complete all stages, will not be
neutralized by the time doors, and will seek all options.
SEASONED TEAMS, teams that regularly participate in adventure races. Version CRA4 or CRA2,
they will choose to do as much sections as they can, try not to be neutralized by time doors,
and will go for a certain number of options.
TEAMS OF BEGINNERS, teams of sporty and beginners on big adventure races. They would
prefer the CRA 2+1 version with a “joker”. They can change racers on each assistance point.
They will be neutralized many times by the time doors. And sometimes decide not to do this or
this section.
To each team, its own Corsica Raid:
Each team decides to do or not to do each section or stage,while remaining in the race and
ranked.
A Corsica Raid tailored to fully enjoy your adventure according to your desire !
Elite team, Seasoned, Beginners. The Corsica Raid Aventure is a cocktail of thrill accessible to
all! Thus, teams of discoverers and seasoned racers will live their race with a total pleasure and
will have the a chance to run alongside the world’s elite!
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